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Question: 87

Before working on equipment, what is the FINAL step in the lockout/tagout (LOTO) procedure?
A. Verify the equipment controls are in the proper operating position.
B. Train workers to perform the LOTO process.
C. Apply appropriate tags both locally and remotely.
D. Confirm the device is de-energized by proving it will not run when started.
E. Confirm all unnecessary items have been removed from the area.

Answer: C

Question: 88

Which two of the following are means in which radiated interference primarily enters electronic devices? (Select two
options.)
A. Proximity to interfering sources
B. Missing or inadequate optical connections
C. Missing or inadequate device or cable shielding
D. Interface designs
E. Input signal lines

Answer: A, C

Question: 89

For the MAXIMUM flexibility of a cabling system in a hierarchical star topology, ALL backbone cables and links to
FR’s should be terminated at the
A. HC (FD).
B. IC (BD).
C. TR
D. MC (CD)

Answer: D

Question: 90



Which of the following statements Is CORRECT concerning best practice for horizontal cable management panels?
A. One RU of management panel for each RU of cable patch panel plus one additional RU of cable management
B. Two RU of cable management panel for each RU of patch panel
C. Three RU of cable management panel for each RU of patch panel
D. Two RUs of management panel for each RU of cable patch panel plus two additional RUs of cable management

Answer: A

Question: 91

Close out documentation is initially discussed in which of the following meetings?
A. Prime Contractor and Subcontractor Meetings
B. Kickoff Meeting
C. Weekly Progress Meetings
D. Vendor Meeting

Answer: A

Question: 92

Which two of the following are ADVANTAGES of underground conduit systems? (Select two options.)
A. Provide additional physical cable protection
B. Not adaptable for future facility placement or removal without disturbing the property
C. Economical over a long life
D. Require more installation time than aerial or direct-buried installations
E. Route planning is not as critical as aerial or direct-burial

Answer: A, C

Question: 93

What is the MAXIMUM recommended length for A in the image below?



A. 70 m (230 ft)
B. 90 m (295 ft)
C. 100 m (320 ft)
D. 150 m (495 ft)
E. 300 m (985 ft)

Answer: B

Question: 94

Which of the following is TRUE about convenience receptacles?
A. They are duplex or quad receptacles mounted on perimeter walls.
B. They must be powered by emergency power to prevent loss of service.
C. They shall be connected to occupancy sensors to ensure user safety.
D. They increase the count of outlets needed on the equipment racks.
E. They are those into which equipment, such as switches, shall be plugged

Answer: A

Question: 95

When designing a video communications network, which type of video communication link is two-person
videoconferencing?
A. Point-to-multipoint bidirectional
B. Point-to-multipoint unidirectional
C. Unidirectional
D. PTP unidirectional
E. PTP bidirectional

Answer: D



Question: 96

The type of apparatus housed in TRs varies greatly in size, purpose and function.

Which two of the following active equipment is included? (Select two options.)
A. Cross-connect facilities
B. Telecommunication’s equipment
C. Environmental controls
D. Lighting controls
E. Building system equipment

Answer: B, E

Question: 97

What is the MINIMUM fire rating for telecommunications spaces walls and wall linings, if not specified otherwise by
local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)?
A. One hour
B. Two hours
C. Three hours
D. No minimum requirement

Answer: B

Question: 98

For optical fiber cabling, which of the following test instruments is used to locate and identify any anomalies?
A. OTDR
B. Optical power meter
C. OLTS
D. Spectrum analyzer

Answer: A

Question: 99

What is the OPTIMAL lime in the construction process for ICT submittals to be reviewed by the ICT distribution
designer?
A. After the contract is awarded and before project close out
B. As part of the contract bid process to prevent project delays
C. Before the contract is awarded
D. At the beginning of the close out process

Answer: A

Question: 100



For a cost estimate, an ICT distribution designer should produce a document listing each task with a cost placed beside
them. The type of document used is a
A. So
C. spare ad sheet
D. worksheet
E. database

Answer: A




